
DECEMBER 10, 17
Temple-wide  
Chanukah Lighting

DECEMBER 11
Koleinu Drive-in 

DECEMBER 12
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WBT Religious School

DECEMBER 13
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Community Game Night
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Quarantined 

Nights
Celebrate Chanukah with WBT

For our complete 
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COMMENTARY

Chanukah, Were the Sages Right to Change the Story?

GLAZER AND MANN EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTERS

Return-to-Campus Success!
After many weeks of planning, our Early Childhood Centers 
opened their doors to on-campus learning in mid-August. 
Many children had been home for months, and the 
transition back to school could not have been smoother. 
The first few weeks of school were very successful, and to 
hear the joy in each child’s voice as they reunited with their 
friends made all of the planning worthwhile. The Glazer 
and Mann Family faculty have been able to collaborate and 
share curriculum ideas over Zoom, which has brought the 
staff closer and given them the opportunity to learn from 
each other. 

Children spend the day in outdoor classrooms with learning 
centers and hands-on explorations promoting a greater 
familiarity and appreciation of nature. The blessing of being 
outside has opened up opportunities to study the way the 
sun moves, properties of wind, outdoor sounds, life cycle of 
plants and the world of bugs. The ECC values the outdoor 

environment which provides an abundance of experiences 
and a variety of physical activity with opportunities for 
social-emotional growth and cognitive development. 

The feedback from parents has been extremely positive. 
Parents use the Brightwheel app to check their child in and 
out each day, communicate with teachers, and parents 
receive real-time photos and updates to stay connected. 

Additionally, we have offered a virtual synchronous 
learning program for families who are not yet ready to 
return to campus. This program has been highly successful 
in engaging our at-home learners and keeping them 
connected to the community.

The children are thriving on campus and at home. The 
ECC, in partnership with the parents, continues to  
enrich the lives of the youngest members of Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.
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For three years the Maccabees fight for their freedom and finally 
reclaim the temple in Jerusalem. They search for oil to light the 
menorah but can find only enough to keep the flames burning 
for one night. Yet somehow, miraculously, that tiny bit of oil 
burned for eight days. The thing is—it never happened. About 
1,700 years ago, the rabbis of the Talmud changed the story.

Living under the nose of the Roman emperor, the sages were 
right to downplay the story of a rebellious Jewish uprising that 
overthrew their rulers and layer a new narrative onto the story. 
They chose to minimize the miracle of a military victory and 
create a miracle of light.

It’s fitting because Chanukah falls at the darkest time of the 
year. The days leading up to the winter solstice are short. 
Each year, we kindle our chanukkyiot, adding one candle to 
them each night, to bring more light into our world, which so 
desperately needs it. So, yes, the rabbis changed the story, 
and a millennium and a half later, it seems to have worked out 
pretty well. 

   Rabbi Beau Shapiro

The sages made up the story of the oil lasting eight days 
because they were uncomfortable lauding the successful 
exercise of Jewish power for the sake of our faith. 

In May 1981, a group of young American Jewish leaders asked 
Prime Minister Menachim Begin what he thought were the 
lessons of the Holocaust. He answered: “…if an enemy of our 
people says he seeks to destroy us, believe him…. When a Jew 
anywhere is threatened…do all in your power to come to his 
aid…. The world will never pity slaughtered Jews. The world 
may not necessarily like the fighting Jew, but the world will have 
to take account of him.”

Sure, kids love the Chanukah story about the oil lasting eight 
days, and the story has stuck. Kids love the Tooth Fairy, Santa 
Clause, and unicorns, too. But does that mean we should 
pretend they actually exist? Or is it better to tell children (and 
adults) the truth in age-appropriate ways? I for one believe 
deeply in the importance of Jewish power and am proud of 
upholding it as a value every Jew should know and cherish. 

   Rabbi Steve Leder



RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

Focusing on Gratitude

Rather than spell out all of our challenges, accomplishments, 
roadblocks, joys, wins, and losses as a religious school, we 
will focus on the gratitude, chesed and rachamim (kindness 
and compassion) we have given and received as we 
approach this Thanksgiving holiday. To the administrative 
team and our staff and teachers—whether you are teaching 
virtually or in a pod, joining us as clergy weekly or once in a 
while—you have gone above and beyond. To the Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple Board, your continued belief in us and all 
that we try to do for our families has proven unwavering, and 
we are beyond grateful to you. To our parents, who realized 
that this was not the time to take a year off but instead to fully 
engage and believe that we would do everything possible to 
be a force for positive engagement with your children, we 

applaud and thank you. As we stated at the start of the year, 
the Jewish people have never taken a year off from adversity, 
plagues, war, and strife. We need our community and one 
another more than ever during such times.

Thanksgiving will look different this year—that is certain. 
Ein meleem. But our gratitude jar as a religious school is 
overflowing. Whether you have heard us salute you as a 
religious-school rock star at our weekly Sunday morning RSTV 
T’filah Live or not, ein meleem for the gratitude we feel for 
you, our supporters, and the WBT family.

Until we can be together again, as always we send each 
of you wishes for strength, joy, laughter, health, and the 
understanding that we are here for you. 

Ein Meleem! Two words we hear often in Hebrew conversation to describe something—from the 
mundane to the extraordinary. The two words translate to “no words”; there are simply no words 
to describe the journey we have all been on together during these past eight months! Ein meleem!

After being part of Brawerman West’s second graduating 
class, Dani Rosenbach attended Windward School, 
graduating in 2013. She then received a dual degree in 
Communications and Judaic Studies from the University 
of Michigan, before joining Teach for America in 2017 
and teaching Special Education to middle school students 
in the South Side of Chicago. While teaching, Dani also 
enrolled in the Relay Graduate School of Education and 
earned a Master’s in Special Education. Outside of work, 
she enjoys quality time with friends, cooking, working out, 

and traveling. We are thrilled to welcome Dani back home to Brawerman as a Lead Teacher for the 
2020–21 school year!

Q: What is your favorite memory from your days  at Brawerman?

Dani Rosenbach: Although difficult to pick just one favorite memory, something that particularly 
stands out was making the game-winning free throw during a Brawerman Blaze basketball game 
in 2005. I nervously stepped up to the line, closed my eyes, and proceeded to recite the Sh’ma, 
Judaism’s most important prayer, before swishing the shot. I’ll never forget Coach Barry’s face 
when the ball went through the basket. Brawerman instilled within me a love and passion for 

Judaism so deep that it still permeates my everyday life and informs my identity. I am so grateful 
to Brawerman for cultivating, growing, and strengthening that love that is always within me.

Q: How did Brawerman help prepare you for what you are doing now?

Dani: Through encouraging innovative thinking and leadership, Brawerman helped prepare me 
to become a successful Special Education teacher both in and out of my classroom. Brawerman 
also taught me to always dig deeper into myself and give everything my all, which I do with my 
students every day. Most importantly, Brawerman showed me the value of having a nurturing 
education and inspired me to pursue education as a career. I hope that my students are able to 
take away from their education the same drive and motivation that I carry into our classroom  
each day.

Q: What values did you learn at Brawerman that have impacted your life as an adult?

Dani: I learned many important values at Brawerman that have impacted my life as an adult, but 
I think the most important ones are responsibility and tikkun olam. Not only did I learn to take 
ownership and responsibility for my actions, but I also realized that I cannot sit idly by and expect 
other people to fix the world’s problems. Rather, I have a responsibility toward something larger 
than myself, which is why I chose education as my career. I am determined to make a difference 
every day in my classroom and instill these same values in my students. There is much work to be 
done to solve the challenges in education, and my journey is just getting started.

BRAWERMAN ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:  DANI ROSENBACH, CLASS OF 2007
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BRAWERMAN ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:  RACHEL LURIE, CLASS OF 2008

After graduating from Brawerman, Rachel Lurie attended 
Marlborough School, where she played varsity soccer 
for four years and graduated as valedictorian. She then 
went on to Princeton University, where she majored at the 
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs. 
At Princeton, Rachel was actively involved in the Center 
for Jewish Life, including as a student representative on 
the Board of Directors, and was a captain of the Women’s 

Club Soccer team. She received the Shapiro Prize for Academic Excellence and the R. W. Van de 
Velde Award and wrote her senior thesis on intergenerational economic mobility in Great Britain. 
After graduating from Princeton in 2018 summa cum laude and as a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa, Rachel became an analyst at the Princeton University Investment Company (PRINCO), 
which invests Princeton’s endowment. Rachel continues to be involved in the Princeton Center 
for Jewish Life as an alum volunteer. Since starting at PRINCO, she has also started running and 
completed the fall 2019 Princeton Half Marathon!

Q: What is your favorite memory from your days at Brawerman?

Rachel Lurie: When I started in kindergarten at Brawerman, the entire school, which then only had 
three grades, fit in a circle around the courtyard. My favorite memory is standing in that circle on 
Friday afternoons and singing Hashkiveinu. I think something that will always make Brawerman 
special is the sense of community, and those were moments when I really felt it.

Q: How did Brawerman help prepare you for what you are doing now?

Rachel: At Brawerman, learning about Judaism gave me a love of exploring and debating difficult 
questions. This helped prepare me to think creatively and engage with different points of view, 
which is something I do often at PRINCO when participating in investment decisions.

Q: What values did you learn at Brawerman that have impacted your life as an adult?

Rachel: Brawerman instilled in me the value of tikkun olam, or repairing the world. I think this 
impacted how I think about my career. Part of the reason I joined PRINCO was because I knew my 
work would help pay for financial aid and research at Princeton. With each step in my career, I will 
continue to think about how I can make a positive impact and help others.4

BRAWERMAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

From the time between our virtual and drive-through 
graduations to the start of the 2020–21 school year, much has 
changed—and yet stayed the same. We are overjoyed to have 
welcomed Kindergarten and Grade 1 back on campus! We are 
continuing to build on this to bring more students back for in-
person instruction. 

The summer months provided a separation from distance 
learning and an opportunity for families and faculty to slow down 
and reconnect with loved ones and energize themselves for the 
upcoming school year. But June, July, and August brought a wave 
of hope followed by a trough of uncertainty to our local and global 
communities due to the paralyzing effects of Covid-19.

During this period, Brawerman administrators, teachers, and IT and 
facilities staff continued working behind the scenes. A typical school 
year begins with staff orientation; this year administrators asked 
teachers to start several days early to begin planning for the unique 
year ahead. Teachers enthusiastically answered the call, realizing 
that their extra efforts would pay dividends in the success of their 
students come fall.

Day 1 began with an address from Rabbi Steve Leder that offered 
support, guidance, appreciation, and inspiration. That afternoon 
staff members had the opportunity to strengthen their connections 
with one another by participating in a competitive and fun team-
building experience facilitated by an organization utilized the year 
before. On Day 2 the real work began. Following a keynote address 
focused on virtual instruction, teachers dove into training sessions 
that covered online support in a variety of subject matter—proper 
implementation of synchronous and asynchronous learning; tech 
platforms; and maintaining proper distance-learning principles—
all with the intention of delivering our mission, meeting our student 

learner outcomes, and creating an interactive and engaging 
environment for our children.

To further this engagement, teachers began building grade-level-
specific student crates. Each crate included materials relating to 
core subject areas, supplies, and equipment from our array of 
specialists, as well as an iPad or laptop to ensure that every student 
has the ability to access our curriculum. The IT department worked 
diligently to download necessary apps and assisted in creating a 
streamlined user experience for students and parents alike.

And so on the Friday before school began, families drove through 
a crate pickup line. The excitement was palpable. But the real 
appreciation for the dedicated efforts of our entire Brawerman 
faculty came on the first day of school and throughout that first 
week. Immediately students and parents noticed the elevated level 
of intentionality delivered through BES@home 2.0. Parent emails 
professing exuberant levels of gratitude began to fill the inboxes of 
administrators and faculty. This year’s bar was set to a higher level 
of expectation, and from the Honey Aleph ceremony on, everyone 
sensed what a sweet and meaningful year awaits us all.

This year our theme is tikvah, or hope. We chose this theme 
because hope is an active word. This hope informs our intentions, 
decisions, and actions. This hope moves our teachers to deliver, 
daily, on our mission to furnish an unparalleled education for our 
students, even in the most uncertain times. This hope brightens the 
minds and hearts of our students, a hope that tomorrow is a new 
day full of promise and possibility. Hope that reminds our parents 
that this too shall pass, but Brawerman will remain—providing 
shelter amid the storm, as the center of our sacred community and 
the bond that partners us until we see this year through…together.

Brawerman ReZOOMs 
with BES@home 2.0
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CAMPS

This summer was a summer of many firsts for our camp community. It was our first 
summer not being together in person in more than 65 years, our first summer after visiting 
Cal State Channel Islands, and our first virtual summer. While our current campers created 
memories in Virtual Camp through online talent shows, song sessions, and cabin bonding, 
we were also able to offer virtual gatherings for alumni who celebrated milestone 
anniversary years.

The summer of 2020 was the 50th anniversary of Leadership 1970 and the 25th 
Anniversary of Leadership and Mitzvah 1995. When we began planning these virtual 
reunions, our goal was to reach as many alumni as possible, including those who normally 

couldn’t attend our summer 
gatherings because of timing 
or distance. We’re thankful to 
L’70’s Beth Pollock Goren and 
Janet Greenberg Kupcheck; 
L’95’s Rebecca Sills Nudel and 
Jake Glucksman; and M’97’s 
Darren Schwartz, who helped 
us create and promote three 
separate virtual reunions. 
The Leadership ’95 reunion 
group toasted to 25 years 
of friendship. Former camp 
director Howard Kaplan 
joined the Zoom call to share 
memories of camp days, 
including the Leadership 
Hike and the “good trouble” 
he remembers getting into 
with friends. The Mitzvah 
’95 reunion was filled with 
smiling faces, shared photos, 

and alumni who still call each other by their camp 
nicknames. (That night we were reintroduced to 
beloved campers Goose, Joker, Moses, and Slinky.) 
Meanwhile, the 50th anniversary reunion for 
Leadership ’70 brought together more than 15 alums 
to join with Steve and Nadine Breuer for an event that 
was filled with laughter and smiles. Each participant 
shared what they were up to, how many children and 
grandchildren they have, and where they’re living now. 
All were endlessly grateful to reconnect to those near 
and far after so many years. 

Attendees of these three memorable reunions were 
based in Massachusetts, Washington, D.C., Colorado, 
Nevada, and Northern and Southern California. 
They shared memories of childhood banquet dates 
and hikes, and many exchanged phone numbers 
and contact information while “chatting” because 
they just couldn’t wait until we sent out the roster. 
During this time of social distancing, these reunions 
provided a much needed chance to spread joy. 
Attendees relished reconnecting with former 
campers and remembering their time at camp, as we 
all long to gather again in person.

CAMP REUNION

Whether it’s concerts featuring the best musicians from around the globe, 
unique virtual tours of renowned museums, the latest book picks, or shows 
worth binging, our “Culture Mavens” are here to share and recommend. 

Hosted by Rabbi Susan Nanus and author and Temple member Tom 
Teicholz, Culture Mavens is your weekly all-access guide to one-of-a-kind 
experiences related to Judaism meant to entertain, enlighten, and educate. 

Watch new episodes on Friday, and be sure to subscribe to our YouTube 
channel and visit our website for the latest information and details about all 
the events discussed during the show. 
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Welcome to new Temple members…

Tatyana Acosta and her daughter, Emiliana…Hillary Barnes and Benjamin Asoulin…
Deborah Hiller and Ran Ben-Tzur and their children, Lily and Adam…Naomi and Kenzo 
Bergeron and their son, Coyne…Henderson Blumer and Susanne Joskow…Dawn Urbont 
and Matt Corman and their children, James and Sebastian...Emily Levine and Daniel 
Epstien…Mariano and Alex Farber and their children, Ollin, Lucas, and Martina…Mariana 
and Yoel Flohr and their children, Eliana and Joshua…Marley and Beau Flynn and their 
children, West and Ruby…Charlotte and Gary Gilbert and their children, Eli, Lily, and 
Stella…Jocelyn Wippern and Joshua Glass and their son, Jacob…Stacey and Sam Grey…
Deborah and Joshua Heald and their children, Oliver, Adam, and Marlowe…Susan Siegel 
and Frank Heller…Chase Herschman…Tamara Eve Hirsch…Kaaylan Jones…Liz and Ryan 
Mirkin and their daughter, Celine…Phyllis and Warren Oster…Jessica Cowley and Daniel 
Rootman and their children, Eden and Ira…Abby and Ben Rosenzweig and their son, 
Brooks…Rachel and Charles Schwartz… Alissa and Max Swedlow and their daughter, 
Mae…  Limor and David Vidor and their children, Emma and Maya…

Congratulations to…

Jennie Wilkes and Michael Ehrlich on their recent marriage…Alejandra Amarilla and 
Bobby Saraf on their recent marriage…Jane Rissman and Richard Sondheimer on the 
recent marriage of their daughter, Jillian Rissman-Sherr and Kevin Brody…Diane and 
Michael Worthington on the recent marriage of their daughter, Laura Worthington & 
Avishay Goren…

Congratulations to…

Julia and Glenn Danas on the birth of their daughter, Margaux Isabella Danas, and to 
brother, Milo…Jessica Fleischer and Brian DeRose on the birth of their daughter, Sophia 
DeRose, and to grandmother, Sheryl Fleischer…Sharon Gam, grandmother to Leo Roy 
Landstrom…Charlotte and Gary Gilbert on the birth of their son, Eli Robbie Gilbert, and 
to siblings, Stella and Lily…Melanie and David Goldman on the birth of their daughter, 
Devyn Lee Goldman, and to siblings, Jackson and Eliana…Nicole and Scott Heineman 
on the birth of Chloe Eden Heineman, and to grandparent, Hannah Heineman…Gwen 
and Greg Lorber on the birth of their daughter, Raquel Sophia Lorber, to brother, Ari, to 
grandparents, Phyllis and Jay Schapira, and to aunts, Beth and Leslie Schapira…Alexandra 
and Steven Nelson on the birth of their son, Archer Nelson, and to siblings, Ryder and 
Winston…Abby and Ben Rosenzweig on the birth of their son, Brooks Gray Rosenzweig, 
and to grandparents, Linda and Steve Brown…Alissa and Jordan Zachary on the birth of 
their daughter, Jane Love Zachary, and to siblings, Hank and May…

Condolences to…

Stacey and Keith Abrahams on the death of his mother, Pauline Abrahams, and to 
grandsons, Brandon, Jared, and Zachary…Floryn Rosenberg on the death of her 
grandmother, Lilla Aftergood, and to her great-grandsons, Benjamin and Jacob…Linda 
and Steve Brown and Laurie Brown Craig on the death of their mother, Marilyn Brown, to 
Benjamin and Abby Rosenzweig, granddaughter, and to Tracie Brown, granddaughter…
Judy Wunsch on the death of her sister, Ellen Cohen, to her niece, Maggie Wunsch Scott, 
to her great-niece, Katherine Scott, and to her great-nephews, Sam and James Scott…
Gary and Caryn Ezor on the death of her father, Raphael Cohen, to Jessica and Gregory 
Ezor, grandson, and to great-grandchildren, Benjamin and Daniel…Doris Engelman on 
the death of her husband, Samuel Engelman…Rose Finci on the death of her husband, Al 
Finci, to son Joe and Audrey Finci, to grandchildren, Alexander and Rachel, to daughter, 
Helen and Jeffrey Rosenberg, and to grandchildren, Suzanne and Zachary…Rachel and 
Ian Fischler on the death of his father, Melvin Fischler, and to grandchildren, Abigail 
and Benjamin…Fernanda and Jonathan Flicker on the death of his mother, Margery 
Zash Flicker, and to grandchildren, Lennox and Logan…Allison Gingold on the death of 
her husband, Randall “Randy” Gingold, and to his children, Alexis, Blake, Grace, and 
Zachary…Melissa Zuckerman and Benjamin Goldfarb, on the death of his father,  

Samuel Goldfarb…Suzanne and John Gordon on the death of his father, Monte 
Gordon, and to grandsons, Dean and Otis…Leslie Weisberg and James Hyman and Terri 
Hammermesh on the death of their stepmother, Sandra Moss Hyman, and to step-
grandchildren Alexander, Gideon, and Tessa…Regina and Stuart Katz on the death of his 
father, Marshall Katz, and to grandsons, Max and Noah…J. Lampert and Cynthia Levy 
on the death of William Lerner…Felicia Rosenfeld and David Linde on the death of his 
father, Hans Linde, and to grandchildren, Adam and Jess…Denise Magilnick on the death 
of her husband, Judd Magilnick, to his children, Nathaniel, Rabbi Joshua, Aryeh, and 
Gavriel and Betsy, and to grandchildren, Ahuva, Augustus, Binyamin, Ella, Ethan, Helen, 
Malka, Noah, Sarah, and Shalom…Alison Whalen and Steven Marenberg on the death 
of his father, Sol Marenberg…Steve and Debbie Ullman on the death of her mother, Lili 
Markowitz, and to her grandchildren, Jacob and Maggie…Michele and Ari Nadelman 
on the death of his father, Seymour Nadelman, and to grandson, Elan…Nancy and 
Edward Phillips on the death of his sister, Margaret Eileen Phillips, to nephews, Aaron 
and David, and to niece, Rachel…Dr. Jay and Phyllis Schapira on the death of his mother, 
Ruth Schapira, to grandchildren, Beth, Jamie, Leslie, and Gwen and Gregory Lorber, and 
to great-grandchildren, Ari and Raquel…Trey and Pamela Heisler on the death of her 
mother and father, Edna Hazel Stearns and Jack Stearns, to grandsons, Eli and Joshua, 
to Stephanie and Jeremy Heisler, grandson, and to great-grandsons, Benjamin, Ezra, 
and Jacob…Rick and Jolie Greenwald on the death of her grandmother, Irene Stein, and 
to great-grandchildren, Zoe and Zadie…Cary and Jill Biren on the death of her father, 
Bob Whitman, and to grandsons, Luc and Alexander…David Rodgers on the death of his 
parents, Jerry and Leila Zucker…
And to all immediate and extended family.

OUR TEMPLE FAMILY

Wilshire Boulevard Temple Anniversary Milestones
Each month we recognize the milestone anniversaries of Wilshire Boulevard Temple congregants. 
The years represent adult membership and do not include time as a child under a family 
membership. Congratulations, and thank you for being part of this community! 

November Anniversaries 
60 Years…Mrs. Ethel Ziff
45 Years…Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Saul
40 Years…Mr. and Mrs. Ron Simms
35 Years…Barbara Grushow
20 Years…Jim and Jill Higgins…Marc and Michelle Rosenbach
15 Years…Randy and Daniel Lee
5 Years…Dr. Blake and Mrs. Alexis Alban…Jaclyn and Ofer Ambar…Ari and Abby Arad…
Benjamin Christen…Giselle Farrand…Mr. and Mrs. Michael Nussbaum…Mindy and Mark 
Owens…Elissa and Richard Phillips…Sanaz and Delbert Whetter
December Anniversaries 
55 Years…Mr. J. Lampert Levy
30 Years…Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tuch
25 Years…Joan Borinstein…Mr. Richard Lovett
20 Years… Marc and Kathleen Dauber… Kirsten and Brian Shirken
15 Years…Bruce Goldsmith…Jordan Greenhut
10 Years…Anessa Karney and Stuart Goldstein…Eryn and Ryan Kilstein…Erin and Michael 
Mand…Sabina and David Nathanson
Hank Nelken…Mr. and Mrs. Eric Sackler…Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Schechter
5 Years…Alison and Gil Baron…Dafna Ben-Gera and Samson Lov…Ms. Linda Kent…Andrea and 
Richard Penn-Kraus…Christine and David Peskin…Amy and Judah Wiedre…Aaron Wolf

With gratitude to the Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles…

We are thankful to the Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles for its support and critical funding during the COVID-19 pandemic. Over the last several months, the 
Federation has provided financial support for student scholarships at our Brawerman Elementary School and our Early Childhood Center. The Federation’s CARES Fund 

Response has bolstered the extraordinary efforts we have put in place to make our campuses safe and accessible. Meanwhile, a Nourishment Fund has supplied Jewish 
community members funding for food and essentials.

At this extraordinary time, when our community had to come together to support one another, the Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles has shown once again that it 
is present and available with the resources necessary to help those in need. We are grateful that it has supported Wilshire Boulevard Temple in such an impactful way.
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B’NEI MITZVAH

Continued on page 8

DYLAN GRAIWER  
September 5, 2020

Dylan is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Dylan is the son of Amy and Stuart Graiwer; the grandson of 
Robert and Jill Freundlich; Carol Graiwer; Manuel Graiwer; 
and step-grandson of Lucrecia Graiwer. 

Family Welcomer: Kayla Graiwer, sister.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? It means giving back 
to those less fortunate and making the world a better place. 
This is important to me because bringing happiness and 
support to people in need will help to show my appreciation 
and understanding that life is not easy for many people in 
this world.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I will continue 
to write letters of support and encouragement through 
Operation Gratitude to law enforcement and people who 
serve in the military. I think this is important because I want 
to show them how much I respect and admire the sacrifices 
these people make in order to keep us all safe.

ISAAC THOMAS  
September 5, 2020

Isaac is the son of Shoshanna Lurie and 
Jason Thomas; the grandson of Jay Lurie 

and Judy Shahn; Gale Lurie and Morris Williams;  
Myra Thomas.

Family Welcomer: Jake Thomas, brother. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam to me 
means helping others and making the world a better 
place. For my Tikkun Olam project I wrote postcards to 
people of color who weren’t registered to vote—or they 
had been unknowingly removed from voter files due to 
voter suppression—encouraging them to register so that 
everyone will be heard and the president will be an accurate 
representation of what the whole United States wants.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I commit to 
keep doing community service and making the world 
a better place as often as I can, such as volunteering in 
homeless shelters. I have always tried to help the homeless 
community, and I will keep helping as much as I can.

LILA GRACE MICHAEL  
September 5, 2020

Lila is the daughter of Jennifer and Brian 
Michael; the granddaughter of Bobbie and 
Jon Gilbert; Jean and Philip Michael. 

Family Welcomers: Charlie and Anna Michael, siblings. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? That it is meaningful to 
help out those who are struggling and support people and 
companies that are helping our community.  

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I will continue to 
help out my community by staying aware of what is going on 
with people less fortunate than me.  

RUBY-RAE ATZMON
September 12, 2020

Ruby-Rae is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Ruby-Rae is the daughter of Minkie and Doron Atzmon; the 
granddaughter of Nitza and Robin Spiro; the late Victoria and 
Haim Atzmon.

Family Welcomer: Charlie Atzmon, sister. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Originally from 
London, learning about L.A. and all its many complexities 
was really interesting—and learning how both globally 
and individually we can help make a difference. I got so 
much out of all the various day trips we went on to learn 
about where and how we can help better the world and 
Los Angeles specifically. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I want to continue 
volunteer work, especially with the homeless  
and underprivileged. 

EDEN LYNN 
September 12, 2020

Eden is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Eden is the daughter of Doug and Jamie Lynn.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means to 
protect the Earth and the people on it. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I will continue to 
be respectful of the current public health crisis in an effort to 
curb the spread so we can all get back to normal. 

ANNIE SMITH
September 12, 2020

Annie is the daughter of Margaret and Rob 
Smith; the granddaughter of Hildi Smith; 

Martin Smith and Linda V. B. Harris; Doris Bacon and the late 
James Bacon.  

Family Welcomers: Benjamin and Hannah Smith, siblings.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means 
making it a priority to reach out and help others who are not 
as fortunate as I am.  

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I have chosen to 
focus on the Trevor Project. The Trevor Project is a hotline for 
LGBTQ youth in crisis. It helps LGBTQ kids on their journey of 
acceptance and love. I have been making and selling tie-dye 
masks and donating 100 percent of the profits to the Trevor 
Project. Along with raising much-needed funds, I am working 
hard to educate others on the life-saving importance of this 
organization and the message to spread love not hate.

BLAKE MARKMAN  
September 26, 2020

Blake is the son of Shauna and Josh 
Markman; the grandson of Marsha 
and Neal Rayburn; Sheryl and Michael 
Markman; Janis and Paul Fishkin.

Family Welcomer: Paige Markman, sister

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means 
helping others and being a good person.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I am going to be 
participating in WBTYHelps, and I am hoping to go and help 
people in need, like the homeless. I also want to help feed 
the homeless and make care packages for them.

JASMINE SORGEN  
October 3, 2020

Jasmine is the daughter of Michelle 
Sorgen and Dan Sorgen; the 

granddaughter of  Dr. and Mrs. Manoochehr Koukhab;  
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Sorgen.

Family Welcomer: Noah Sorgen, brother. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? For my Tikkun Olam 
project, I am writing a musical inspired by the immigrant 
story. Inspiration for this musical came from my love for the 
performing arts and my connection to my Jewish and Iranian 
identity through the arts. The musical is very loosely inspired 
by my grandparents’ immigration to America from Iran, 
and other immigrant stories are folded into this musical to 
provide a more collective view of the immigrant experience. 
The script will be shared virtually, as will a handful of 
the songs. In a time full of prejudices, I am proud to be 
able to share and spread the stories of my grandparents’ 
struggles and journeys, as well as the stories of others. 
This is meaningful to me because it allows me to be more 
connected to my heritage.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? Through the 
performance of my play, I hope to raise money that I can 
donate to various nonprofits that are devoted to helping 
those who have recently immigrated to the USA or are at 
risk of being deported. Overall, I want to use my story to 
continue to educate others and spread awareness about the 
immigrant experience. 

JACK NATHANIEL ISRAEL  
October 10, 2020

Jack attended the Erika J. Glazer Early 
Childhood Center and then Brawerman 

Elementary School East at Wilshire Boulevard Temple 
(through fourth grade).

Jack is the son of Jamie Heitner and David Israel; the 
grandson of Milt Israel and the late Linda Israel; the late 
Sherry Helfant Malone; the late Richard Heitner.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I am involved with 
the nonprofit Kiva, which creates opportunities and financial 
inclusivity through donations all around the world. 
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ELAN GILBERT  
October 10, 2020

Elan is the son of Jeff and Karly Gilbert; the 
grandson of Jon and Bobbie Gilbert; Roger 
and Marilyn Seymann. 

Family Welcomer: Sasha Gilbert, sister.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means 
giving to people who are in worse situations than I am.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar mitzvah 
to make the world a better place? I will commit to doing my 
part by paying attention to others in my community.

JOHANNA SEIDMAN  
October 17, 2020

Johanna is the daughter of Elissa Konove 
and Nathan Seidman.

Family Welcomer: Miriam Seidman, sister.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? It means to do your 
part in your community to make it and the world a  
better place. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I commit to be 
accepting of all people of all races and cultures, and to 
protect the environment from any further damage. 

SAMUEL MILLER FELDMAN  
October 17, 2020

Sammy is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire  
Boulevard Temple.

Sammy is the son of Jenn and Todd Feldman; the  
grandson of Kathi and Barry Wolinetz; the late Robin and 
Allen Feldman. 

Family Welcomer: Ari Feldman, brother.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? It means helping 
people less fortunate than I am. It means me being a good 
person to help others when I can. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I plan to donate to 
charity and the less fortunate. I plan to use my Jewish values 
to live a life with meaning and purpose. 

AARON LIEBMAN  
October 17, 2020

Aaron is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School East at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Aaron is the son of Janine Regal and Ian Liebman; the 
grandson of Debra Regal and the late Edward Regal; the late 
Gloria Merrill and Bill Merrill; the late Irwin Liebman and 
Sirima Liebman. 

Family Welcomer: Daniel Liebman, brother.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Doing the little things 
every day to clean up the world, like picking up trash when 
you see it and recycling whenever I can.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar mitzvah 
to make the world a better place? I commit to saving water. 

BARRET A. SILVERTON  
October 17, 2020

Barret is the son of Sarah K. Silverton and 
Ron D. Silverton; the grandson of Hilde 
and Ronald R. Silverton; Barbara and 
Stephen Kurtin. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? It means taking an 
active role in making the world a better place for us all.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? Continuing/
resuming volunteering at animal shelters and in food 
pantries, as COVID-19 allows.

CEZANNE R. SILVERTON  
October 17, 2020

Cezanne is the daughter of Sarah K. 
Silverton and Ron D. Silverton; the 
grandson of Hilde and Ronald R. Silverton; 
Barbara and Stephen Kurtin. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam is making 
the world a better place in any way you can, and it can 
mean big projects and ambitious goals or just helping 
little by little. I think if you can make the world better for 
one person or small community, that counts just as much. 
You can also make the world a better place by performing 
mitzvot like cleaning up the beach; it doesn’t have to be 
something you do for a person, because when you make 
the world a little brighter, people benefit nonetheless.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I would like to 
think that I haven’t done less to repair the world because I 
wasn’t a bat mitzvah, but I also think I can do more as a bat 
mitzvah. I would like to continue my passion of saving the 
polar bears and researching how I can reduce my carbon 
footprint. As a resolution for the Jewish New Year and as 
a bat mitzvah, I’d like to do more little things as well, like 
taking much shorter showers and being brave enough to 
politely ask idling drivers to turn off their engines. I want to 
work on how I interact with my family as well.

ALEK GOLUBCHIK  
October 24, 2020

Alek is the son of David Golubchik and 
Rina Welles; the grandson of Mela 

Golubchik, Boris Golubchik, Nina Golubchik, and the  
late Arkady Golubchik; Joanna Przystal and the late 
Wladyslaw Przystal.

Family Welcomer: Leah Golubchik, sister.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? When I think of Tikkun 
Olam, I think of repairing the world and making it a better 
place. I talk about all the hate in the world in my speech 
about Noach, “but for every action, there is an opposite 
reaction.” So, if something bad or hateful happens, there 
is always a way to do good and help that problem. There 
are always going to be people trying to fix our world in 
many different ways, including me, my family, my friends, 
and many other people who I know. I know that if enough 
people do good, our world will be good. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I commit to trying 
to help the climate-change/pollution problem. I will always 
make sure that I am using reusable bags and straws, that I 
try biking to as many places as possible, or if a place is far, 
to use my dad’s Tesla, which is electric. I will also try to use 
electricity the least amount possible so I do not waste energy, 
including taking shorter showers. If anyone is not very 
educated about this big problem, I will make sure I teach 
them the things that they did not already know and teach 
them the devastating things that could happen if we do not 
try to stop this problem soon enough.

ROBERT JACQUES STAMBOULI  
October 24, 2020

Robert is the son of Jacques and Jody 
Stambouli; the grandson of Robert and 

Allegra Stambouli; the late Susan Hirschhorn; the late  
Ronald Hirschhorn. 

Family Welcomers: Lily and Amélie Stambouli, sisters.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? I think that Tikkun Olam 
means that we have a responsibility to make the world a 
better place. For my mitzvah project, I am donating masks 
and other PPE to those in need at the Karsh Family Social 
Service Center.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I would like to use 
my filmmaking skills to make the world a better place, by 
telling stories and just making people laugh and have fun.

MADELINE SLOAN  
November 7, 2020

Madeline is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Madeline is the daughter of Sara and Larry Sloan; the 
granddaughter of Nancy and Norman Sloan;  
Sharon Sanders. 

Family Welcomer: Brooke Sloan, sister. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means 
giving back to the community.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? After my bat 
mitzvah, I commit to continuing the WBTYHelps program at 
Wilshire Boulevard Temple, where I will be learning about 
and engaging in different community service opportunities in 
our Los Angeles community and beyond.  

WILLIAM ROSEN
November 14, 2020

Will is the son of Jacqui and Todd Rosen; 
the grandson of Judie and Art Hirsh; the 
late Dorothy and Rene Osman.

Family Welcomers: Richie and Robbie Rosen, brothers.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Helping others. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I’d like to help kids 
who do not have as many advantages as I have.



AUDREY IRMAS PAVILION

If you missed our  
Audrey Irmas Pavilion 

video updates, please log 
on and see two  

short films: 

The Making of the Façade 
and  

The Virtual Tour.

Both are available at: 
audreyirmaspavilion.org.
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MATTHEW TARICA  
November 14, 2020

Matthew is the son of Diane and Mark 
Tarica; the grandson of Michiyo and Sam 

Yoshinobu; the late Regina and Morris Tarica. 

Family Welcomer: Andrew Tarica, brother. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you?What Tikkun Olam means 
to me is to give kindness to the whole world by doing acts of 
good for those who are in need. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I want to commit 
to helping in the ongoing fight against global warming. 

JOJO FRIEDMAN  
November 14, 2020

JoJo is the daughter of Shari and Rob 
Friedman; the granddaughter of the late 

Rochelle Bernstein; Peter and Wendy Bernstein; the late 
Stuart and Sonia Friedman.

Family Welcomer: Brooke Friedman, sister.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? To me, Tikkun Olam 
means that everyone was put in the world for a reason and 
has a duty to help fix the world.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? After my bat 
mitzvah, I will bring others together to be eco-friendly and 
save the planet.  This is very important to me.

TYLER MANSOURY
November 21, 2020

Tyler is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Tyler is the son of Ziba and Avi Mansoury; the grandson of 
Shahin and Nassir Mansoury; Shokoh and Jahangir Golshan.

Family Welcomer: Jonah Mansoury, brother.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means 
giving back to the community, especially to those who are in 
need. Giving back includes donating food and money to the 
less fortunate. It also means making the world a better place. 
Right now, one way of doing that is by wearing a mask so 
that I protect myself and other people from getting COVID-19.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I commit to being 
kind to others and using my voice to stand up for those who 
can’t stand up for themselves.  

ELLA NICKERSON  
December 5, 2020

Ella is the daughter of Rabbi Joel and Julia 
Nickerson; the granddaughter of Gary and 

Helen Dosik; Sydney Kapchan and Steven Tulkin; Eric and 
Michiko Nickerson. 

Family Welcomers: Kayla and Rebecca Nickerson, sisters.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Doing my part to make 
the world a better place, and helping people in need. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bat 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I commit to 
continuing to raise money for Children’s Hospital Los Angeles 
as a Junior Ambassador.

LEV GONEN  
December 5, 2020

Lev is a graduate of Brawerman 
Elementary School West at Wilshire 
Boulevard Temple.

Lev is the son of Ron and Inbal Gonen; the grandson of 
Benjamin and Osnat Gonen; Phillip Kaplan and the late  
Orna Kaplan.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Tikkun Olam means to 
help others without getting anything in return.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I hope to find a 
way to donate my time to a charity that helps the homeless.

CY AARON GORDON  
December 12, 2020

Cy is a graduate of Brawerman Elementary 
School West at Wilshire Boulevard Temple.

Cy is the son of Jennifer and Rafi Gordon; the grandson of 
Carolyn Winer and the late Malcolm Winer, and Esme and  
Roy Gordon.

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? To me it means doing 
deeds that help the world.  Whether it’s volunteering 
at homeless shelters, playing with disabled children, or 
collecting trash on the beach.

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? I am going to 
volunteer regularly to pick up trash on the beach.

JOSEPH GAMER WEINBACH
December 19, 2020

Joe is a graduate of Brawerman Elementary 
School West at Wilshire Boulevard Temple.

Joe is the son of Amanda Gamer and Jon Weinbach; the 
grandson of Barbara and Simon Gamer; Elia and  
Helga Weinbach. 

Family Welcomer: Dawson “Sonny” Weinbach, brother. 

What does Tikkun Olam mean to you? Making the world a 
better place. 

What do you commit to doing after you become a bar 
mitzvah to make the world a better place? Children’s Hospital 
Los Angeles is a place where my Saba, Dr. Simon Gamer, 
devoted so much time helping babies who were born with 
cleft palates. With the help of my family and friends, I am 
going to donate what I can to help the hospital continue to 
treat those in need. 
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TRIBUTES

ANNE AND NATHAN SPILBERG ANNUAL 
LECTURE ON JEWISH LIFE FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Alfred Levin by Brandon and Claudia Levin
Anne Spilberg by Brandon and Claudia Levin
 by Bruce and Susan Levin

ANNE AND SAM BERNSTEIN 
CHILDREN’S LIBRARY FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Ann and Sam Bernstein by Howard Bernstein
Marsha Hervey by Howard Bernstein
Bunny Wasser by Howard Bernstein

RABBI EDGAR F. MAGNIN FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Iryne C. Black by The Schuster Family
Matthew M. Codon by The Schuster Family
Lilian Mereny by Carol Krasne and Eric Fine
Jack Schuster by The Schuster Family
Ralph Snyder by Rick D. Chimienti
Lawrence T. Snyder by Rick D. Chimienti
Irma Weisskopf by Gary and Maskit Schiller

MITZVAH FUND
In Honor of:
Our 50th wedding anniversary by Warren and Joan Kessler

PULPIT FLOWERS FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Louise Baer by Amy and Matthew Baer
Rose Fischer by Edith and Joseph Fischer
Anne W. Rolston by Berne Rolston

CARING COMMUNITY FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Dione R. Fenning by The Donald Fenning Family
Jennifer Pachulski by Victor and Marcy Sahn

CLERGY FUND
Randi and Warren Grant
Elliot and Alana Megdal
Bunny Perliter
Elizabeth S. Robin

In Honor of:
Rabbi Susan Nanus by Jennifer and Gregory Goldberg
Rabbi Joel Nickerson by Justin and Dianna Sternberg

In Loving Memory of:
Joan Adler by Charles and Dayle Dolginer
Muriel Bartmasser by Philip Bartmasser
Bernard Cohen by Marc and Lyn Cohen
Jean W. Dreisen by Janet and Herbert Rappaport
Harry Feldman by Bette Feldman
Jordan Feldman by Bette, Adam, and Abbie Feldman
Leon Ginsburg by Bette Feldman 
Elsa L. Kunin by Stanford and Adrienne Rubin
Milton Levin by Leslie Levin
Becky and Harris Montifiore by Alan Sands and Sam Montes
Irma Phillips by Shirley Phillips
Davida Rischall by Clive and Carol Hoffman
Jeffrey Rosen by Linda Rosen
Sam and Gert Sands by Alan Sands and Sam Montes
Isaac Ullman by Laura and Mark Epstein

PRAYERBOOK DEDICATION AND 
PUBLICATION FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Bertha Bernstein by Janet Gross
Henry Brandler by Mona Brandler
Molly Fligelman by Mona Brandler
Elsie Fogelman by Judi and Alan Fogelman

MUSIC PUBLICATION FUND
Malcolm and Andi Orland
Liz Wain

In Loving Memory of:
Pauline Forman by Barry Forman and Andrea Pflug
Sam Forman by Barry Forman and Andrea Pflug
Ray Kurtz by Malcolm and Andi Orland
Saul Orland by Malcolm and Andi Orland

NADINE BREUER ENDOWMENT FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Gladys Ehrlich by Stephen and Nadine Breuer
Lou Markman by Lizzie and Gil Harari
Jennifer Pachulski by Stephen and Nadine Breuer
Tom Pollock by Lizzie and Gil Harari 
 by Harriet and Shelly Markman

FOOD PANTRIES FUND 
Jeanne Gerson
Brian and Claire Goldsmith
Bruce Goldsmith
Elaine Goldsmith
Russell and Karen Goldsmith
Donald and Leanore Motley
John and Lara Rich

In Honor of:
Rabbi Leder by Joshua and Catharine Goldsmith
Rabbi Leder and the very inspiring staff by Bernd and 
Ann Givon

In Loving Memory of:
Cliff Ackerman by Norman Chanes and Ronnie Shapiro
Steven Bartmasser by Susan Bryman
Leonard and Lore Boasberg by Judith Boasberg
Stanley Brown by Lucille Epstein
Suzanne Corets by Beth Corets and Al Gough
Mig Freudenthal by Jean Cohen
Harold Garber by Robert and Joyce Wolf
Harold Gelfand by Arline Gelfand
Beverly Gersh by Edward and Linda Brown
Sadie Greenberg by Harold Greenberg
Robert Haiman by Shirley Haiman
Max Hartfield by Lucille Epstein
Norman Hoffman by Andrea, Steven, Chloe, and  
Matthew Gardner
Ann Jenkins by Linda and Irwin Ruben
Harold Kaufman by Jerry Bass and  
Stephanie Barbanell
Leon Kirschner by Helen Sherwin
Preston J. Kline by Lucille Epstein
Evelyn K. Kramer by Florence Stark
Hugo Kren by Gary and Jeanette Lachman
Mitchel Lehrner by Robert and Joyce Wolf
Harriet Levi by Lonnie Levi Israel
Helen Levin by Brenda Levin-Abel and David Abel
Howard Lynn by Donald and Leanore Motley
Lillian Lynn by Donald and Leanore Motley
Helaine Melvin by Stuart Melvin
Jennifer Pachulski by Tom and Barbara Leanse
Theresa Rauss by Laura Rauss
Marv Rosenthale by Marjorie Blatt

BEN-ISHAI RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
Victor and Joomi Viereck

TIKKUN OLAM SOCIAL ACTION FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Dianne Barraco by Julie and Steve Cramer
Scott E. Sraberg by Karen and Brad Sraberg

TEMPLE FUND
Rene and Judith Altervain
Jill Janger
Helen Klein
Azieb Osman
Nancy Senter
Ansel Slome and Rabbi Lynn Brody Slome
André Villasenor
Jack Wasserstein
Alyse Wittenberg

In Honor of:
My children and grandchildren by Maxine K. Keith

The baby naming of Elle Eskowitz by Marshall and  
Jayme Eskowitz
Rabbi Steve Leder by Jack and Myra Porter
Rabbi Steve and Betsy Leder by Edward and  
Cynthia Greenwald
The birth of Camila Mauro by Nancy and Hal Daum
Rabbi Joel Nickerson by Gary S. Cohn
Renewal of our wedding vows by Jack and Myra Porter
Rick Powell by Stephen and Nadine Breuer
Alberto Valner by Stephen and Nadine Breuer

In Loving Memory of:
Rita T. Balliot by Cara Tapper and Andrew Perry
Abraham Barshap by Leah Barshap
Samuel Bauman by Sylvia Halper
Charles Bendit by May Bendit
Marilyn Blank by Randi and Warren Grant
Robert Borun by Dorothy B. Straus
Bernard Cohen by Brett and Kelly Cohen
Miriam Conner by Lindsay Conner
David and Blanche Davis by Joseph D. Davis
Gerald Fields by Bobbie Fields
Marvin Fishmann by Andrew Fishmann
Ben Frankel by Art Frankel
Lillian Gahr by Jeffrey and Lynn Gahr
Jack Galindo by Merle Galindo
Marvin Gantz by Alex Gantz
Rose Gilfenbain by Steven Gilfenbain
Miriam Goldberg by Robert Dancer and Corryne C. Schuster
Cole Grosflam by Nancy Senter
Betty Hadden by Michelle and Larry Lynch
Leslie Handelsman by Joan Handelsman
Bella Harris by Robert and Elizabeth Harris
Ruth Jacobs by Michael Jacobs
Joe Kaplan by by Blaire and Aaron Kaplan
Joshua Kaplan by Blaire and Aaron Kaplan
Claudine V. Keith by Arthur L. Keith 
Shirley Kline by Marshall Kline
Myer Koslow by Edward and Mollee Share
Mike Lesak by Julie and Robert Edelstein
Harold Leventhal by Gayle Leventhal
Irving Levinson by Barbara Kahn
Jerry Lushing by Nancy and Ian Greenstein
Roslyn Lyon by Arnold and Sherri Nelson
Betty L. Miller by Phyllis Kassel 
 by Robert Miller 
Helen Miller by Art Frankel
Fran Newberg by Robert Subin
Jennifer Pachulski by Carolyn and Craig Enenstein
 by Lorin Michaels
 by Gary and Maskit Schiller
Eli Persky by Bobbie Geller
Lawrence M. Powell by Joyce Powell
Anita Rabinovitch by Andrea and Larry Kopald
Marvin D. Ratner by Mildred Ratner 
Jay A. Roth by Donna B. Roth 
Miriam C. Rothstein by Nancy Ellin 
Mildred R. Sack by Jean Rosenbaum
Hilda Sallet by Mildred Ratner
Ruth Schapira by Diana and Bob Grycan
Irving Schwartz by Salli Harris
Soletta Schwartz by Salli Harris
Lea Serlin by Blaire and Aaron Kaplan
Jay Slotkin by Bradley and Lisa Mindlin
Marjorie Slotkin by Bradley and Lisa Mindlin
Irene Stein by Jolie Greenwald
Jerome Toffler by Monte Gordon
Joan Tucker by Nancy Ellin
Fern B. Wallace by Janice and Daniel Wallace
Lorraine Weintraub by Jill and Paul Schulman
Elaine Zane by Jeff Jarkow and Debra Zane
Sheldon Zane by Jeff Jarkow and Debra Zane
Ida Zivetz by Joseph and Gail Lowenstein
Philip Zivetz by Joseph and Gail Lowenstein

RABBI HARVEY J. & SYBIL A. FIELDS 
EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Laura Nadoolman by John and Deborah Landis
Minnie Rosenberg by Dorothy Royce

RABBI ALFRED WOLF  
CAMPERSHIP FUND
Julia Burt
Robert Seltzer

In Loving Memory of:
Joan Adler by Susan and Martin Jannol 
Marietta Bach by Kenneth and Susan Schneiderman
Douglas Delaney by Linda Delaney
Samuel Engelman by Gerald and Amy Freisleben
Ramon Gerson by Linda Delaney
Stella Goren by Jan and Beth Goren
Edith Leveson by Linda and Larry Wolf
Harry F. Leveson by Linda and Larry Wolf
Herta Roberts by Eric Roberts
Marilyn Roberts by Eric Roberts

GERI & RICHARD BRAWERMAN 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Mac Gordon by Monte Gordon
Joni Gordon by Monte Gordon
Elizabeth Morgan by Monte Gordon

KLEIN FAMILY FUND FOR EARLY 
CHILDHOOD CENTERS
In Honor of:
Carol Bovill by Jennifer and Cary Kleinman

MANN FAMILY EARLY  
CHILDHOOD CENTER
In Loving Memory of:
Carrie Collins by Linda and Eugene Weiss

KEHILLAH COMMUNITY FUND
David and Wendy Cohen
Betty and Ross Winn

In Honor of:
Eden Lynn by The Eshel Family

SAUER FAMILY CAMP FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Mare Kagan by Steve Sauer
Joseph Sauer, Jennie Sauer, Marlene Sauer and Harry 
Braver by Steve, Micki, Jonathan and Molly Sauer; Angie, 
Mike, Robert and Joey Corritone; Dana, Jonathan, Andrew 
and Micah Goldstein

CAMP RECOVERY FUND
Jenna C. Burt
David and Wendy Cohen
Alisa Granz
Kacy Magedman
Mark and Sharon Pollock
Adam and Andrea Slutske
Michelle and Peter Vogel
Stuart and Susanna Wolfe

In Honor of:
Jay Alhadeff by Randy Schafer
Emily Barasch by Nancy Barasch
Ryan Edelman by Lisa Kaufman
Rabbi David Eshel by Jennifer and Brian Michael
Jessica Frankel by Daniel and Jody Furie
Shirley Kaplan by Howard and Ellen Reinstein
Samantha Rosen by Robert Smith
Arthur Valner by Gerald and Amy Freisleben

In Loving Memory of:
Sylvia David by Donna and Harold Bartley
 by Ellen and William Janssen 
Jerry Gotlieb by Robert Smith
Ava Liatowitsch by Erica Feinman
Frank Schiller by Helen Bayer

ROBERT SHAPIRO CAMPERSHIP FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Robert C. Shapiro by Libby and Norm Shapiro and  
Melissa Ovadia

Continued on page 11

We appreciate your generous donations. An $18 minimum donation is required for each acknowledgment card.
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TRIBUTES  (continued)

SILLS CAMPERSHIP FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Raye Friedman by Susan and Tom Casamassima
Rose Sills by Susan and Tom Casamassima
 by Robin and Robert Sills
Samuels Sills, M.D. by Susan and Tom Casamassima
 by Robin and Robert Sills
Thelma Sills by Susan and Tom Casamassima 
 by Robin and Robert Sills

AL GOODMAN MEMORIAL FUND
In Loving Memory of:
Samuel Engelman by Bruce Perelman and Janis Flax
Joe Pollock by Mark and Sharon Pollock

CAMP OPERATIONS FUND
Naomi Asher
Gale and Timothy Boonstra
Hayley Dox-DaCosta
Bill and Susan Ehrlich
Maureen Gelberg
Andrew and Jennifer Howard
Josh Karbelnig
Lena Kelly
Amanda Kelson
Laurie and Paul Kelson
Michael and Rhonda Kopulsky
Jessie Locke
Matthew Matzkin
Kim and Darryl Schall
Connie Sommer and Bill Howell
Teresa Throenle-Somaini
David and Mary Wark
Jill Wright

In Honor of:
Lisa and Leonard Dick by Allison and Craig Knizek
Josie and Whitney Enenstein by Carolyn and Craig Enenstein
The birth of Helen Passman by Joshua and Lindsey Passman

In Loving Memory of:
Henrietta Blumer by Lisa Agay Getz and Stan Getz
Raphael Cohen by Jeffrey and Janet Cohen
 by Caryn and Gary Ezor
Gladys Ehrlich by Bill and Susan Ehrlich
Gloria and Harry Farkas by Vicky Swartz
Ava Liatowitsch by Gregory Kellner
 by Ann Markowitz and Richard Waldow 
Ruth and Sam Mayerson by Julie and Mark Brown
Jeanette Reiner by Lisa and Josh Taub
Sherwin Swartz by Vicky Swartz
Bunny Wasser by Howard Bernstein

KARSH COVID-19 EMERGENCY FUND
Alan Abramson
Yas and Babak Baravarian
Jaynee and Eric Beckman
David Berman
Corinna Cotsen and Lee Rosenbaum
Howard Edelman
Max and Laura Eisenberg
Daniel and Angela Feiner
Eyal Goldmann
Luke Heller
Scott Howard
Elizabeth Hyatt
Lindsey and Matthew Karatz
Christine Nole
Felicia Rosenfeld and David Linde
Todd and Lauren Rosenberg
Benjamin and Carrie Scott
David and Deborah Trainer

In Honor of:
Nadene Alexander’s 75th birthday by Ross Weiner and 
Karen Alexander
Max Eisenberg by Michael Camp
 by David Donley
 by Barker Gerard
 by Joseph Glaser
 by Mitchell Hersch
 by Steven Lewis
 by Robert Lieb
 by Ronald Papell
 by Jason Ruge
Joan Kessler by Bruce and Lynn Heymont
Kayla Nickerson by The Eshel Family
Donna Nadel by Sarah Brafman and Sean Nadel 
Rabbi Joel Nickerson by Jennifer and Brian Wolf
Julia Nickerson by Sydney Kapchan and Steven Tulkin
Leanne Stein by Sarah Baluch
 by Lauren and Steven Wolff 

In Loving Memory of:
Richard Epstein by Burton and Jill Epstein
Ramon Gerson by Jeanne Gerson
Stanley Landsman by Hillard and Valerie Gordon
Hans Linde by Dena Bloom and Robert Klyman
Herbert Lindenbaum by Jeanne Gerson
Howard Lynn by Constance Burg
Lillian Lynn by Constance Burg
Danny Mandell by Jeffrey Mandell and Abigail Jones
Jennifer Pachulski by Rand and Carol April 
 by Warren and Joan Kessler
 by Kris Levine
 by John and Toni Schulman
Ruth C. Perrin by Brenda Levin-Abel and David Abel
Albert Peskin by David and Christine Peskin
Ruth Peskin by David and Christine Peskin
Louis Reisman by Joanie Reisman
Frank Schiller by Eli and Rochelle Ginsburg 
Henry A. Seeger Jr. by Rebekah Seeger

COVID-19 EMERGENCY FUND
Jonathan and Janet Barzilay
Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles
Jay and Laura Lieberman
Vince and Andrea Passeri
Linda and Peter Rhein
Joan Salinger
Cory and Ashley Wenter

In Honor of:
Pearl Borinstein by Joan Borinstein
Teri Hertz by Wendy Bernstein
Rabbi Joel Nickerson by Arlene and Alan Karpel
Lynn Mark by by Randee and Jon Turtle
Robin Sills by Susan and Tom Casamassima

In Loving Memory of:
George Bercovici by Ana Bercovici
Bart Feldmar by David and Dena Kaplan
Ruth Bader Ginsburg by Lori Lefkowitz
Murray Heichman by Linda Heichman and Michael Bell
Jennie Markowitz by Ann Markowitz and Richard Waldow
Beatrice Polevoi by Ann Markowitz and Richard Waldow
Betty Rudolph by Diane and Mark Rudolph
Sara and Harry Schneider by Marilyn and Harvey Schneider
Erwin Sigal by Shellie Sigal
Philip Silver by Randee and Jon Turtle
Shirley Turtle by Randee and Jon Turtle
Michael Werner by Shellie Sigal

FOOD PANTRIES
Thank you to those individuals and 
families who have chosen either 
to underwrite ($1,000) or sponsor 
($500) a week of food.
If you are interested in joining this 
effort, please contact  
Rabbi M. Beaumont Shapiro at 
(424) 208-8930 or email 
dmagilnick@wbtla.org.

TEMPLE-WIDE CHANUKAH LIGHTING
December 10, 17, 2020, 5:45 p.m. via Zoom

We invite all our families to light their chanukiyot together 
and celebrate with Chanukah themed activities and songs. 
 
KOLEINU DRIVE-IN SHABBANUKKAH WITH 
RABBI NICKERSON AND CANTOR PEICOTT
December 11, 2020, 6:00 p.m. 

CHANUKAH HAVDALAH WITH WBT 
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL
December 12, 2020, 6:00 p.m. at Irmas Campus

Light a braided candle Chanukah style with our Religious 
School team.

LIGHT UP THE NIGHT: CHANUKAH 
CONCERT AND IN-PERSON CANDLE 
LIGHTING
December 13, 2020, 3:00 p.m. at Irmas Campus

Join us for a kid-friendly concert and Chanukah cheer.

ONLINE CANDLE LIGHTING AND MOVIE 
SCREENING WITH RABBI NANUS
December 13, 2020, 7:00 p.m. via Zoom

Join Rabbi Nanus for the uplifting documentary,  
Heading Home: The Story of Team Israel.

ONLINE CANDLE LIGHTING WITH  
CANTOR GURNEY
December 14, 2020, 6:45 p.m. via Zoom

 
THE RABBI AND THE PREACHER TALK 
ABOUT RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
December 14, 2020, 7:00 p.m

A conversation with Rabbi Leder and Bishop Kenneth 
Ulmer of Faithful Central Bible Church.  

WOMEN OF WILSHIRE AND MEN OF 
WILSHIRE CHANUKAH CELEBRATION
December 15, 2020, 7:00 p.m. via Zoom

WOMEN OF WILSHIRE:WOMEN OF WILSHIRE:  Join us for a night of DIY 
Chanukiyot and celebrating with Cantor Peicott.
MEN OF WILSHIREMEN OF WILSHIRE: Join Rabbi Nickerson and Cantor 
Gurney for schmoozing, toasting, and tales about the 
'true' story of Chanukah.

COMMUNITY GAME NIGHT
December 16, 2020, 6:00 p.m. via Zoom

Join Rabbis Eshel and Shapiro for a night of fun and 
games along after candle lighting.

FEATURED EVENTS@home WBT

SHABBAT SHALOM HEY
November 28, 2020, 6:00 p.m. via Zoom

Bring your kids to a special Shabbat family jam 
session with sing-along tunes. 

CELEBRATION SHABBAT
December 4, 2020, 6:00 p.m. via Zoom

Know a 
December baby? 
Treat them 
to a birthday 
Shabbat with a 
celebratory video montage in their honor.

BABY & ME
Thursdays, 10:00–11:00 a.m.

In this class, highly trained educators provide 
support and insight for both child and 
parent during 
the rapidly 
changing stages 
of your child’s 
development.

Eight Crazy Quarantined Nights–Celebrate Chanukah with WBT
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PROGRAMS AND EVENTS - STARTING JANUARY 2021

Clergy
Rabbi Steven Z. Leder, Pritzker Chair of Senior Rabbinics 
Rabbi Elissa Ben-Naim 
Rabbi David Eshel 
Rabbi M. Beaumont Shapiro 
Rabbi Susan Nanus 
Rabbi Joel Nickerson 
Rabbi Aviva Funke 
Cantor Don Gurney 
Cantor Lisa Peicott

Board of Trustees
Alberto Valner, President 
Scott Edelman, Vice President 
Simon Furie, Vice President 
Caroline Kuperstock, Vice President 
Dena Bloom, Treasurer 
Rebecca Jonah, Secretary
Ronn Davids, Deborah Dragon, Carolyn Enenstein, Claire Goldsmith, Charles Hirschhorn, Skip Kessler, Fred 
Kunik, Brian Milder, Kevin Neustadt, Bruce Rosenblum, Reagan Silber, Skip Victor, Robin Zuckerr
David Wimmer, Counsel to the Board 
Rick Powell, Immediate Past President

Honorary Board Members
Howard M. Bernstein, Audrey Irmas, Julie Miller, Richard Pachulski

Executive Director
Donna S. Nadel

The Wilshire Boulevard Temple Bulletin is published monthly by 
Wilshire Boulevard Temple

wbtla.org 
(213) 388-2401

3663 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90010

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

All services and Torah Study sessions can be found at wbtla.org/wbtathome

Weekly Programming Upcoming Events
MUSIC MATTERS WITH CANTOR GURNEY 
Mondays, 12:00 p.m. via Zoom 
 
MUSSAR: THE JEWISH PRACTICE OF SELF-IMPROVEMENT 
WITH RABBI STAN DAVIDS 
Tuesdays, 12:00 p.m. via Zoom  
 
OUR CLERGY AND THEIR MENTORS: PERSONAL 
CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN EACH OF OUR CLERGY AND THE 
MOST INFLUENTIAL PERSON THAT INSPIRED THEM 
Wednesdays, 12:00 p.m. via Zoom  
 
PIRKEI AVOT: ANCIENT ETHICAL WISDOM FOR MODERN LIFE 
WITH RABBI NICKERSON 
Thursdays, 12:00 p.m. via Zoom 
 
PARSHAT HASHAVUA 
Fridays, 12:00 p.m. via Zoom 
 
KABBALAT SHABBAT 
Fridays, 6:00 p.m.  
 
SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE 
Saturdays, 10:00 a.m. 

CELEBRATORY BOOK LAUNCH OF RABBI LEDER'S  
NEW BOOK - THE BEAUTY THAT IS LEFT BEHIND 
January 4, 7:00 p.m. via Zoom 
 
FILM SERIES: THE DIVERSITY OF JEWS 
January 12, 26, February 9, 23, via Zoom  
 
MLK CELEBRATION 
WEEKEND OF JANUARY 16, via Zoom  
 
AJC'S NEW REPORT ON ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE  
UNITED STATES 
January 24, 7:00 p.m. via Zoom  
 
WILSHIREADERS: KADDISH.COM BY NATHAN ENGLANDER 
January 26, 7:00 p.m. via Zoom 
 
PURIM WORKSHOP 
February 17, 12:00 p.m. via Zoom  
 
ADULT PURIM CELEBRATION 
February 25, 7:00 p.m. via Zoom 

@home WBT

Details and registration 
for our programs, 
events, and services 
can be found at  
wbtla.org/events


